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Lawmakers have an opportunity to overcome the long-
standing reputation of Social Security as the third rail of 
American politics and strengthen the system supporting 
millions of Americans who are retired or disabled.

Executive Summary
Social Security has operated at a deficit for the past 14 years and is currently 
projected to deplete its asset reserve by 2034. State governments faced a similar 
type of challenge in the 2010s after two recessions decimated public pension 
plan assets and strained government budgets. As pension funding levels declined 
and costs increased, lawmakers responded by approving a mix of contribution 
increases and benefit reductions that stabilized these systems for public workers, 
retirees, and taxpayers. Every state has enacted at least one pension reform 
since 2009. There is still time to address the Social Security deficit by making 
benefit reductions or payroll tax increases and the sooner Congress acts, the 
smaller the change needs to be. Unfortunately, there is no contemporary 
playbook to guide federal lawmakers on making these kinds of tough decisions. 

In this paper, we provide a brief overview of the challenges facing Social Security 
as well as those that faced state and local pension programs following the Great 
Recession. We explore potential reform options for Social Security, drawing 
comparisons with the reform options that were implemented at the state level. 
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With an eye toward offering a pathway forward for Congress, we look at how 
state lawmakers managed changes to benefits and contributions, which required 
shared sacrifice and still received broad support.

Our review finds that strong reforms were commonly approved in states 
governed by Democrats and Republicans alike. We found that the most impactful 
reforms—including those that applied to retiree benefits—were commonly 
enacted as part of a package requiring shared sacrifice across constituencies, and 
in states where Democrats and Republicans shared the political risk associated 
with reform. By following a similar approach with Social Security, lawmakers 
have the opportunity to both overcome the program’s long-standing reputation 
of being the third rail of American politics and strengthen the system supporting 
millions of Americans who are retired or disabled.

Introduction
Social Security is on track to deplete its reserves by 2034, having operated at 
a deficit for its 14th consecutive year. The reserves are currently being used to 
backfill annual deficits, ensuring that full benefits are paid each year. Once all of 
the assets in the reserve are gone, incoming payroll taxes would only be able to 
support around 80 percent of the projected benefit payments, resulting in benefit 
cuts for millions of Americans.1 This scenario can be avoided if Congress approves 
legislation that reduces projected benefit payments or increases projected payroll 
taxes. The sooner Congress acts, the smaller these changes need to be.2

The last time Congress approved a major overhaul of Social Security was 
four decades ago in 1983. At the time, the trust fund reserves were set to be 
exhausted within one year, so President Ronald Reagan and congressional 
leaders struck a deal that accelerated the implementation of a previously 
enacted payroll tax increase, delayed a cost-of-living adjustment (COLA), 
and increased the retirement age, among other changes.3 As a result of that 
legislation, Social Security operated at a surplus for the next three decades, 
which built up the balance that is now being depleted as the baby boomer 
generation (those born between 1946 and 1964) retires.

While similar to the situation in 1983, today’s shortfall is larger in magnitude, 
and Congress’s action is long overdue.4 A variety of reform options could help 
solve the problem, and experts across the political spectrum have crafted 

1. “Budget Basics: How Does Social Security Work?,” Peter G. Peterson Foundation, April 19, 2023. https://www.pgpf.org/budget-basics/how-does-social-security-work.
2. “Reforming Social Security Sooner Rather than Later,” American Academy of Actuaries, October 2023. https://www.actuary.org/sites/default/files/2023-11/pension-

brief-social-security-reform-sooner.pdf.
3. “Social Security: Trust Fund Status in the Early 1980s and Today and the 1980s Greenspan Commission,” Congressional Research Service, March 4, 2022. https://sgp.

fas.org/crs/misc/R47040.pdf.
4. Louise Sheiner and Georgia Nabors, “Social Security: Today’s financing challenge is at least double what it was in 1983,” The Brookings Institution, Sept. 18, 2023. 

https://www.brookings.edu/articles/social-security-todays-financing-challenge-is-at-least-double-what-it-was-in-1983.

https://www.pgpf.org/budget-basics/how-does-social-security-work
https://www.actuary.org/sites/default/files/2023-11/pension-brief-social-security-reform-sooner.pdf
https://www.actuary.org/sites/default/files/2023-11/pension-brief-social-security-reform-sooner.pdf
https://sgp.fas.org/crs/misc/R47040.pdf
https://sgp.fas.org/crs/misc/R47040.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/articles/social-security-todays-financing-challenge-is-at-least-double-what-it-was-in-1983/
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their preferred approaches.5 The question for Congress is one of political 
will. Sustainable Social Security reform will likely require a combination 
of tax increases and benefit cuts that will be unpopular with voters, and 
unfortunately there is no contemporary playbook in Washington to guide 
federal lawmakers in making these decisions. The answer, however, may come 
from state legislatures.

In the aftermath of the Great Recession, which put severe pressure on state 
public pension plans and government budgets, lawmakers responded by 
enacting politically challenging reforms that impacted public workers, retirees, 
and taxpayers. These reforms did not eliminate the pension problem—in fact, 
state and local pensions are estimated to remain underfunded by more than  
$1 trillion—but they did put states in a stronger position to pay down that deficit 
over time.6

As we document in this report, although the design and purpose of Social 
Security and public employee pensions are fundamentally different, the 
approach that many states took to reform pensions could serve as a model for 
members of Congress seeking to improve the financial outlook of Social Security. 
Specifically, we look at solutions requiring shared sacrifice across different 
constituencies and shared political risk among lawmakers. 

First, we provide a brief overview of the challenges facing Social Security 
and possible solutions, focusing on policy adjustments that were approved 
at the state level. With an eye toward offering a pathway forward for 
Congress, we then summarize the challenges that faced public pensions 
following the Great Recession and explore how lawmakers responded from 
a national perspective. Next, we look to a subset of states that approved 
COLA reductions and review the political composition of those states and the 
content of the legislation in order to draw critical lessons from these policy 
shifts.

Social Security has a longstanding reputation as a third rail in politics, meaning 
that the issue is so politically charged that lawmakers avoid attempting to 
solve the problem for fear of damaging their future political careers. But, as 
evidenced in the state pension reform packages of the last 15 years, such a 
challenge can be overcome when both sides prioritize problem solving over 
partisanship. 

5. “Solutions Initiative 2019: Charting a Sustainable Future,” Peter G. Peterson Foundation, last accessed Feb. 4, 2024, pp. 14-15. https://www.pgpf.org/sites/default/
files/PGPF-2019-Solutions-Initiative.pdf#page=9.

6. “Public Retirement Systems Need Sustainable Policies to Navigate Volatile Financial Markets,” Pew Charitable Trusts, October 2023. https://www.pewtrusts.org/-/
media/assets/2023/11/public-retirement-systems-need-sustainable-policies_v5.pdf. 

Although the design and 
purpose of Social Security and 
public employee pensions are 
fundamentally different, the 
approach that many states 
took to reform pensions could 
serve as a model for members 
of Congress seeking to improve 
the financial outlook of Social 
Security. 

https://www.pgpf.org/sites/default/files/PGPF-2019-Solutions-Initiative.pdf#page=9
https://www.pgpf.org/sites/default/files/PGPF-2019-Solutions-Initiative.pdf#page=9
https://www.pewtrusts.org/-/media/assets/2023/11/public-retirement-systems-need-sustainable-policies_v5.pdf
https://www.pewtrusts.org/-/media/assets/2023/11/public-retirement-systems-need-sustainable-policies_v5.pdf
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Social Security Overview and Key Challenges 
The federal Social Security system and the public pension plans operated by 
state and local governments are important sources of retirement income for 
millions of Americans. Both provide guaranteed benefits to retirees that are 
financed through contributions from workers, employers, and—for pension 
plans in particular—investment income. While the two programs share some 
similarities, there are also key differences in the design and operation of the two 
systems as well as the nature of the challenges facing each.

Overview
Social Security is a retirement and disability plan covering nearly all Americans. 
According to the 2023 Social Security trustees report, 66 million individuals 
were collecting benefits—57 million via “old age and survivors insurance” and 
9 million under “disability insurance.”7 To pay for these benefits, 181 million 
workers and their employers contribute to Social Security through payroll taxes 
at a rate of 12.4 percent for the first $168,600 a worker makes in a year, divided 
evenly between workers and employers.8

The program operates largely on a pay-as-you-go basis, meaning that annual 
contributions are intended to cover the annual cost of benefits. In years when 
contributions exceed benefits, the surplus is set aside in a trust fund where it is 
invested in special issue treasury bonds. In years when the benefit payments exceed 
the contributions, trust assets are redeemed to cover the deficit.

Key Challenges
Social Security ran cash flow surpluses each year from 1984 to 2009 and 
accumulated a $2.5 trillion asset reserve in that time. Then the demographics 
shifted, as the baby boomer generation began to retire at a faster rate than the 
workforce could grow, leading the Social Security program to operate at a cash 
flow deficit since 2010. In 2022, the deficit stood at $88 billion. 

Despite these persistent deficits, the asset reserve continued to grow due to 
interest earnings, peaking at $2.9 trillion in 2020. Starting in 2021, however, 
interest earnings were unable to cover the shortfall, and reserve assets were used 
to make benefit payments. As a result, reserve assets began to decline and are 
projected to reach zero by 2034. 9 At that point, the system under current law 
will only be permitted to pay benefits in an amount equal to the taxes collected, 
which translates to cuts of up to 20 percent for many of our country’s most 
vulnerable populations.10

7. “The 2023 Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and Federal Disability Insurance Trusts Funds,” U.S. Social Security 
Administration, March 31, 2023, p. 2. https://www.ssa.gov/OACT/TR/2023/tr2023.pdf.

8.  “Contribution and Benefit Base,” U.S. Social Security Administration, last accessed Feb. 28, 2024. https://www.ssa.gov/oact/cola/cbb.html. 
9. “Social Security: The Trust Funds,” Congressional Research Service, May 16, 2023, pp. 7, 13, 14. https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/RL/RL33028. 
10. “Budget Basics: How Does Social Security Work?” https://www.pgpf.org/budget-basics/how-does-social-security-work.

While the federal Social Security 
and public pension plans share 
some similarities, there are also 
key differences in the design and 
operation of the two systems 
as well as the nature of the 
challenges facing each.

According to the 2023 Social 
Security trustees report, 
66 million individuals were 
collecting benefits.

Shifting demographics, 
persistent deficits, and a 
declining asset reserve  
remain key challenges.

https://www.ssa.gov/OACT/TR/2023/tr2023.pdf
https://www.ssa.gov/oact/cola/cbb.html
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/RL/RL33028#:~:text=Social%20Security%20Trust%20Fund%20Operations,-The%20annual%20revenues&text=If%2C%20in%20any%20year%2C%20costs,pay%20benefits%20and%20administrative%20expenses
https://www.pgpf.org/budget-basics/how-does-social-security-work
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Avoiding this outcome in the near term and eliminating the long-term shortfall 
over time may be one of the greatest political challenges facing Congress in 
generations. After all, Americans of all political stripes have long opposed their 
own taxes being raised or benefits being cut.11 But Social Security experts have 
repeatedly recommended these exact steps to shore up the health of the system. 

Social Security Policy Options
Each year, the U.S. Social Security Administration (SSA) publishes an extensive 
list of potential policy changes and an estimate of the financial impact of each. 
The policy changes fall into eight categories, and the financial impacts measure 
what percentage of the long-term actuarial funding shortfall is eliminated (or 
increased) by the change. The 2023 report includes 137 potential adjustments 
to things like benefit levels, payrolls taxes, and COLAs. Of these options, 26 are 
estimated to eliminate at least 50 percent of the shortfall.12 

As we discuss later in this report, there are two types of reform that could 
make a substantial impact on the long-term financial outlook of Social Security 
and that have been widely used in the context of public pension reform: COLA 
reductions and payroll tax increases. The SSA estimates that a 1 percentage point 
reduction in the COLA could eliminate 54 percent of the long-term actuarial 
shortfall, whereas a 4 percentage point increase in the payroll tax would fully 
eliminate the shortfall.13 

COLA Reductions
COLAs are intended to help ensure that retirement benefits maintain their 
purchasing power over time. The Social Security COLA varies each year and is 
tied to an inflation metric. Over the past decade, the annual COLA has ranged 
from 0 percent to 8.7 percent; in 2023, it was 3.2 percent.14 Importantly, COLAs 
compound year over year, which means each annual increase becomes part of 
the base benefit in future years. 

For example, consider a retiree with a $1,000 monthly base benefit. A 3 percent 
COLA in 2023 would raise the benefit by $30 to $1,030. For 2024, the base 
benefit becomes $1,030, and another 3 percent COLA would generate a $31 
increase to $1,061. These increases continue to grow indefinitely as COLAs are 
granted. While compounding accelerates benefit growth, it would also create 
significant savings over time should there be a reduction in the COLA. 

11. Amanda Seitz and Hannah Fingerhut, “Most oppose Social Security, Medicare cuts: AP-NORC poll,” Associated Press, April 7, 2023. https://apnews.com/article/
social-security-medicare-cuts-ap-poll-biden-9e7395e8efeab68063d741beac6ef24b; Jeffrey M. Jones, “Americans’ Views of Federal Income Taxes Worsen,” Gallup, 
May 19, 2023. https://news.gallup.com/poll/505970/americans-views-federal-income-taxes-worsen.aspx.

12. “Summary of Provisions that Would Change the Social Security Program,” U.S. Social Security Administration, Sept. 27, 2023. https://www.ssa.gov/oact/solvency/
provisions/summary.pdf.

13. Ibid., pp. 4, 23.
14. “Cost-of-Living Adjustments,” U.S. Social Security Administration, last accessed Feb. 5, 2023. https://www.ssa.gov/oact/cola/colaseries.html.

Social Security policy changes 
fall into eight categories, 
and the financial estimates 
measure the percentage 
decrease or increase of the 
long-term actuarial funding 
shortfall of each change. 

COLAs compound year over 
year, which means each 
annual increase becomes 
part of the base benefit in 
future years.

https://apnews.com/article/social-security-medicare-cuts-ap-poll-biden-9e7395e8efeab68063d741beac6ef24b
https://apnews.com/article/social-security-medicare-cuts-ap-poll-biden-9e7395e8efeab68063d741beac6ef24b
https://news.gallup.com/poll/505970/americans-views-federal-income-taxes-worsen.aspx
https://www.ssa.gov/oact/solvency/provisions/summary.pdf
https://www.ssa.gov/oact/solvency/provisions/summary.pdf
https://www.ssa.gov/oact/cola/colaseries.html
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While reducing the COLA would not result in a year-over-year reduction in payments 
received by beneficiaries, it would expose them to the effects of inflation. After all, 
COLAs are designed to keep the benefit in line with the cost of living. As a result, 
reducing the COLA is a challenging reform politically—particularly given the fact that 
one of the goals of Social Security is to serve as a safety net program for vulnerable 
populations. To account for this, some proposals look to balance this concern by 
maintaining full COLAs for lower-income beneficiaries, while eliminating COLAs for 
those with a higher income. While not as potent as an across-the-board cut, one such 
policy option has been projected to reduce the long-term shortfall by 36 percent.15

Payroll Tax Increases
As described earlier, Social Security is primarily financed through a 12.4 percent 
tax on the first $168,000 a worker earns.16 As may be expected, this leaves two 
main levers for modifying the payroll tax: adjusting the rate while maintaining 
the existing cap or maintaining the existing rate while increasing the cap. 

Both approaches have the potential to make a meaningful impact on the long-
term shortfall. For example, the SSA estimates that raising the rate to 16.4 
percent would fully eliminate the long-term shortfall. Similarly, though less 
effectively, removing the cap and applying the 12.4 percent rate to all wage and 
salary earnings would eliminate 70 percent of the shortfall.17 

Changing the tax rate, while potentially incredibly effective, is challenging to enact 
because payroll taxes are regressive, meaning that lower-income workers pay a 
higher share of their earnings in payroll taxes than high-income workers. A rate 
increase would exacerbate this effect. On the other hand, raising the cap and 
subjecting more income to taxation without a corresponding increase in benefits 
would mean higher income earners would be directly supplementing the benefits 
received by lower income workers. While some may see this option as equitable, it 
would further disaggregate Social Security from a social insurance plan, as conceived 
at its inception, and veer toward a welfare system.18 Raising the cap may also create 
incentives for employers of high-income workers to shift compensation from wages 
and salaries, which are subject to the tax, to retirement benefits, which are not.19

With these reform options in mind, we turn to an overview of the state and local 
pension landscape in order to explore the legislative history of successful efforts 
to improve pension sustainability.

15. “Summary of Provisions that Would Change the Social Security Program,” p. 4. https://www.ssa.gov/oact/solvency/provisions/summary.pdf. 
16. “How is Social Security financed?,” U.S. Social Security Administration, last accessed Feb. 6, 2024. https://www.ssa.gov/news/press/factsheets/

HowAreSocialSecurity.htm. 
17. “Summary of Provisions that Would Change the Social Security Program,” p. 23. https://www.ssa.gov/oact/solvency/provisions/summary.pdf.
18. “Presidential Statement Signing the Social Security Act,” U.S. Social Security Administration, Aug. 14, 1935. https://www.ssa.gov/history/fdrsignstate.html.
19. “Should We Eliminate the Social Security Tax Cap? Here Are the Pros and Cons,” Peter G. Peterson Foundation, Dec. 13, 2023. https://www.pgpf.org/blog/2023/12/

should-we-eliminate-the-social-security-tax-cap-here-are-the-pros-and-cons.

Adjusting the payroll tax rate 
while maintaining the existing 
cap or maintaining the existing 
rate while increasing the cap 
are two options for generating 
addiitonal revenue for Social 
Security.

https://www.ssa.gov/oact/solvency/provisions/summary.pdf
https://www.ssa.gov/news/press/factsheets/HowAreSocialSecurity.htm#:~:text=Social%20Security%20is%20financed%20through,self%2Demployed%20pay%2012.4%20percent
https://www.ssa.gov/news/press/factsheets/HowAreSocialSecurity.htm#:~:text=Social%20Security%20is%20financed%20through,self%2Demployed%20pay%2012.4%20percent
https://www.ssa.gov/oact/solvency/provisions/summary.pdf
https://www.ssa.gov/history/fdrsignstate.html
https://www.pgpf.org/blog/2023/12/should-we-eliminate-the-social-security-tax-cap-here-are-the-pros-and-cons
https://www.pgpf.org/blog/2023/12/should-we-eliminate-the-social-security-tax-cap-here-are-the-pros-and-cons
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Public Pension Plans Overview and Policy Responses
Overview
State governments operate pension plans covering over 23 million active and 
retired teachers, police officers, firefighters, and other public employees.20 
Most of these members participate in defined benefit plans, though a number 
of states have begun enrolling workers in other types of plans such as defined 
contribution or hybrid plans. 

Defined benefit (DB) pension plans collect annual contributions from workers 
and their employers; invest those proceeds in a mix of equities, bonds, and 
alternative investments; and provide a guaranteed benefit to retirees based on a 
calculation that weighs years of service and final average salary. Many DB plans 
also provide COLAs that can increase the benefit level over time. These plans 
are most commonly available in the public sector, where 86 percent of workers 
have access to a DB plan, as opposed to the private sector, where DB plans are 
available to only 15 percent of workers.21

Defined contribution (DC) plans, on the other hand, provide workers with a tax-
preferred savings vehicle but no guaranteed benefit at retirement. Workers, and 
in some cases employers, contribute to the DC plan, with investments based on 
the preferences of the individual and the benefit at retirement dependent on 
the accumulated balance. Hybrid plans combine features from both DB and DC 
plans by providing a small guaranteed benefit while simultaneously contributing 
a portion to a DC plan.

In 2022, public pension plans reported $4.5 trillion in assets and $5.9 trillion in 
liabilities, leading to an overall 76 percent funded ratio—a common measure of 
pension funding that represents the percentage of plan liabilities that are covered by 
plan assets.22 Public plans collected $222 billion in contributions, with 77 percent of 
which came from taxpayers in the form of employer contributions or supplemental 
payments and 23 percent of which came from public workers.23 Comparatively, 
Social Security payroll taxes are split equally between employers and workers.

In terms of benefits, the public pension plans paid $257 billion to beneficiaries in 
2022, which is $35 billion more than the amount collected through contributions.24 
Cash flow deficits are common among pension plans, and while they need 

20. “Public Fund Survey: Summary of Findings for FY 2022,” National Association of State Retirement Plan Administrators, November 2023. https://www.nasra.org/files/
Public%20Fund%20Survey/FY22/PFS_SOF_FY22.pdf.

21. David Zook, “How do retirement plans for private industry and state and local government workers compare?,” U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Beyond the Numbers: 
Pay & Benefits 12:1 (January 2023). https://www.bls.gov/opub/btn/volume-12/how-do-retirement-plans-for-private-industry-and-state-and-local-government-
workers-compare.htm.

22. “Public Fund Survey: Summary of Findings for FY 2022, Appendix B,” National Association of State Retirement Plan Administrators, November 2023, p. 2. https://
www.nasra.org/files/Public%20Fund%20Survey/FY22/Appendix%20B.pdf. 

23. “2022 Annual Survey of Public Pensions: State & Local Tables,” U.S. Census Bureau, last accessed Feb. 5, 2024. https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2022/econ/
aspp/aspp-historical-tables.html. 

24. Ibid.

Defined benefit  
(DB) plans: 
 Collect annual contributions 

from workers and their 
employers; invest those 
proceeds in a mix of equities, 
bonds, and alternative 
investments; and provide a 
guaranteed benefit to retirees 
based on a calculation that 
weighs years of service and final 
average salary.

Defined contribution  
(DC) plans:
 Provide workers with a 

tax-preferred savings and 
investment vehicle but no 
guaranteed benefit amount at 
retirement.  Instead, the size of 
the retirement benefit depends 
on the accumulated balance 
from worker and employer 
contributions and investment 
earnings.

https://www.nasra.org/files/Public%20Fund%20Survey/FY22/PFS_SOF_FY22.pdf
https://www.nasra.org/files/Public%20Fund%20Survey/FY22/PFS_SOF_FY22.pdf
https://www.bls.gov/opub/btn/volume-12/how-do-retirement-plans-for-private-industry-and-state-and-local-government-workers-compare.htm
https://www.bls.gov/opub/btn/volume-12/how-do-retirement-plans-for-private-industry-and-state-and-local-government-workers-compare.htm
https://www.nasra.org/files/Public%20Fund%20Survey/FY22/Appendix%20B.pdf
https://www.nasra.org/files/Public%20Fund%20Survey/FY22/Appendix%20B.pdf
https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2022/econ/aspp/aspp-historical-tables.html
https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2022/econ/aspp/aspp-historical-tables.html
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monitoring for signs of fiscal distress, overall, they do not pose the same risk of 
asset depletion as the current Social Security deficit. This is because pension funds 
are designed to rely on growth from investments in the market, which finance the 
benefits and regularly assume an average annual return of 6.9 percent.25 This is 
fundamentally different from Social Security, where asset reserves are invested in 
traditionally low-risk U.S. Treasury bonds, which have yielded an effective annual 
interest rate ranging from 2.4 percent to 3.8 percent over the past decade.26

However, pension plans’ reliance on investment performance also comes with 
exposure to financial market risk and potential losses. With a strong economy 
fueled by the explosion of technological innovation and a surging housing 
market, state and local pension plans were fully funded in the early 2000s. But 
as the “dot com” bubble burst in 2003 and the housing market crashed in 2008, 
funding levels subsequently declined in the latter part of the decade. In 2008, 
pension assets fell by approximately 25 percent from their high in 2007.27 

The markets rebounded in the years that followed, but pension plan funding 
levels were slow to recover. The turmoil caused by the recessions revealed some 
of the poor decisions that were made while the plans were financially secure. 
For example, some states did not consistently make the full contribution that 
plan actuaries recommended to ensure long-term plan solvency, whereas others 
granted unfunded benefit increases to retirees.28 The negative impact of these 
decisions became more apparent once the plans became underfunded.

As pension funding levels declined, contribution requirements rose. Between 
2000 and 2010, employer contributions from state and local governments 
increased from approximately $60 billion to more than $100 billion.29 These 
increases occurred as budgets were already strained by the recessions, so 
lawmakers also sought reforms that would require shared sacrifice from public 
workers, retirees, and taxpayers. The next part of this paper takes a closer look 
at these reforms and explores how a similar approach could provide federal 
lawmakers with a framework for addressing the impending Social Security crisis.

Policy Responses 
In the wake of the financial crisis of 2008 and 2009, state lawmakers scrambled 
to stabilize their public pension plans in the 2010s. According to the National 
Association of State Retirement Administrators, every state has approved 

25. “NASRA Issue Brief: Public Pension Plan Investment Return Assumptions,” National Association of Retirement Plan Administrators, March 2023, p. 3. https://www.
nasra.org/files/Issue%20Briefs/NASRAInvReturnAssumptBrief.pdf.

26. “Average and Effective Interest Rates,” U.S. Social Security Administration, last accessed Feb. 5, 2024. https://www.ssa.gov/oact/progdata/annualinterestrates.html. 
27. “US state pension fund assets down $643.1 bln in 2009,” Reuters, April 28, 2011. https://www.reuters.com/article/usa-states-retirement-idUSN2827332520110428. 
28. Amanda Kass, “From High to Low: Understanding How the Pennsylvania Public School Employees' Retirement System Became Underfunded,” The University of 

Chicago Harris School of Public Policy, July 2017, pp. 10-11. https://harris.uchicago.edu/files/pateachers.pdf; Marc Joffe, “California should learn from past mistakes 
made with unfunded pension benefit increases,” Reason Foundation, April 21, 2022. https://reason.org/commentary/california-should-learn-from-past-mistakes-
made-with-unfunded-pension-benefit-increases. 

29. “NASRA Issue Brief: State and Local Government Spending on Public Employee Retirement Systems,” National Association of Retirement Plan Administrators, 
February 2024, p. 2. https://www.nasra.org/files/Issue%20Briefs/NASRACostsBrief.pdf. 

Pension plans’ reliance on 
investment performance also 
comes with exposure to financial 
market risk and potential losses.

https://www.nasra.org/files/Issue%20Briefs/NASRAInvReturnAssumptBrief.pdf
https://www.nasra.org/files/Issue%20Briefs/NASRAInvReturnAssumptBrief.pdf
https://www.ssa.gov/oact/progdata/annualinterestrates.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/usa-states-retirement-idUSN2827332520110428
https://harris.uchicago.edu/files/pateachers.pdf
https://reason.org/commentary/california-should-learn-from-past-mistakes-made-with-unfunded-pension-benefit-increases
https://reason.org/commentary/california-should-learn-from-past-mistakes-made-with-unfunded-pension-benefit-increases
https://www.nasra.org/files/Issue%20Briefs/NASRACostsBrief.pdf
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a reform to at least one of their pension plans since 2009.30 Public pension 
solutions occasionally took the form of new retirement systems for future 
employees, shifting from DB plans to hybrid, cash balance, or DC plans. These 
changes were politically controversial, often facing resistance from public 
employee workers and unions. Nevertheless, lawmakers in 12 states have 
approved legislation adopting these types of plans since 2009.31 

Meanwhile, most states relied on less splashy adjustments that increased 
contributions and reduced benefit levels while maintaining the underlying 
defined benefit structure. For example, employee contribution rates rose in  
40 states and annual employer contributions grew from $100 billion in 2010  
to $180 billion in 2020.32 On the other side of the ledger, 40 states adjusted 
benefit formulas in order to yield lower pension payments in the future, and  
32 reduced COLAs.33

In the context of reforming Social Security, the employee contribution increases 
and COLA reductions—particularly those that applied to the current generation 
of workers and retirees—are especially relevant because they required 
lawmakers to take actions that would improve the pension plans, but at a 
substantial political cost. The employees and retirees who bore the brunt of 
these types of reforms often objected to any cuts to their benefits or increases 
to their contributions. But it is these changes that generate the most immediate 
and effective results for state and local pension plans and that can provide a 
model for federal lawmakers looking to stabilize Social Security. 

Appendices 1 and 2 include lists of the employee contribution increases and COLA 
reductions impacting current workers and retirees that were approved by state 
lawmakers between 2010 and 2022. To curate this list, we started with source 
information from the National Association of Retirement Plan Administrators 
(NASRA) research and removed changes that only impacted new hires, were 
approved by a pension board, or that automatically occurred due to existing policy 
that adjusted contributions or COLAs without further input from lawmakers. 

As shown in Figure 1, these types of changes to pension plans occurred in states 
controlled by Democrats, Republicans, and in states with shared political power.34 
Some states made changes to more than one plan or made changes to the same 

30. “Pension Reform,” National Association of Retirement Plan Administrators, last accessed Feb. 28, 2024. https://www.nasra.org/pensionreform.
31. “NASRA Issue Brief: State Hybrid Retirement Plans,” National Association of Retirement Plan Administrators, September 2023, pp. 7-10. https://www.nasra.org/files/

Issue%20Briefs/NASRAHybridBrief.pdf; “Burgum signs bill to reform state pension plan, protect taxpayers from $1.9B unfunded liability,” Office of the North Dakota 
Governor, April 29, 2023. https://www.governor.nd.gov/news/burgum-signs-bill-reform-state-pension-plan-protect-taxpayers-19b-unfunded-liability. 

32. Keith Brainard and Alex Brown, “Significant Reforms to State Retirement Systems,” National Association of State Retirement Administrators, December 2018, p. 
2. https://www.nasra.org/files/Spotlight/Significant%20Reforms.pdf; “NASRA Issue Brief: State and Local Government Spending on Public Employee Retirement 
Systems,” National Association of Retirement Plan Administrators, February 2024, p. 2. https://www.nasra.org/files/Issue%20Briefs/NASRACostsBrief.pdf.

33. Brainard and Brown, p. 3. https://www.nasra.org/files/Spotlight/Significant%20Reforms.pdf; “NASRA Issue Brief: Cost-of-Living Adjustments,” p. 3. https://www.
nasra.org/files/Issue%20Briefs/NASRACOLA%20Brief.pdf. 

34. Brainard and Brown, pp. 8-97. https://www.nasra.org/files/Spotlight/Significant%20Reforms.pdf; “State Partisan Control,” National Conference of State Legislatures, 
Nov. 28, 2023. https://www.ncsl.org/about-state-legislatures/state-partisan-composition. 

Appendix 1: 
 Employee Contribution Increases 

Impacting Active Employees and 
Approved by State Lawmakers, by 
Year and Political Party Control. 
2010-2022  
View Appendix 1

Appendix 2: 
 Summary of COLA Reductions 

Impacting Active Employees and 
Retirees and Approved by State 
Lawmakers. 2010-2022  
View Appendix 2
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substantial political cost.

https://www.nasra.org/pensionreform#:~:text=These%20reforms%20include%20lower%20multipliers,normal%20(unreduced)%20retirement%20benefit
https://www.nasra.org/files/Issue%20Briefs/NASRAHybridBrief.pdf
https://www.nasra.org/files/Issue%20Briefs/NASRAHybridBrief.pdf
https://www.governor.nd.gov/news/burgum-signs-bill-reform-state-pension-plan-protect-taxpayers-19b-unfunded-liability
https://www.nasra.org/files/Spotlight/Significant%20Reforms.pdf
https://www.nasra.org/files/Issue%20Briefs/NASRACostsBrief.pdf
https://www.nasra.org/files/Spotlight/Significant%20Reforms.pdf
https://www.nasra.org/files/Issue%20Briefs/NASRACOLA%20Brief.pdf
https://www.nasra.org/files/Issue%20Briefs/NASRACOLA%20Brief.pdf
https://www.nasra.org/files/Spotlight/Significant%20Reforms.pdf
https://www.ncsl.org/about-state-legislatures/state-partisan-composition
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plan over multiple years, so the total number of changes that occurred is higher 
than the number of states, with 44 contribution increases and 34 COLA reductions.35 
Of the 78 total reforms to COLAs and contributions, 14 occurred in Democrat-
controlled states, 32 in Republican-controlled states, and 32 in divided states.36 

Figure 1: Employee Contribution Increases and COLA Reductions by 
Control of State Government (2010-2022)

These numbers show that states controlled by Republicans or that had divided 
governments approved more than twice as many changes than states controlled 
by Democrats. Two factors likely explain this disparity. 

First, Democrats controlled fewer state capitals during this time period. In any 
given year, each party has 50 opportunities to control a state capital. Over the 
13 years from 2010-2022, there were 650 chances. Democrats fully controlled 
state governments 153 times compared to 281 instances for Republicans and 216 
times in which the state government was divided. However, even when adjusting 
for the number of opportunities, Democrats still approved these changes at 
a lower rate, accounting for 19 percent of the reforms while controlling state 
government 24 percent of the time. By comparison, states controlled by 
Republicans and states that had divided governments accounted for the same 
share of the reforms—41 percent each—despite divided governments having 
fewer opportunities at 33 percent compared to 43 percent for Republicans. 37

A second factor that likely drove underperformance among Democrat-controlled 
states was the influence of public employee unions.38 These unions primarily 
support the Democratic party and are often opposed to changes to defined 
benefit plans that would negatively impact their members.39 Absent the constraint 
from union supporters, Republicans can more easily pursue adjustments DB plans 
or pursue more aggressive pension reforms like transitioning to a DC plan.

35. Ibid.
36. Ibid.
37. “State Partisan Control.” https://www.ncsl.org/about-state-legislatures/state-partisan-composition.
38. Patrick McGuinn, “Pension Politics: Public Employee Retirement System Reform in Four States,” Brown Center on Education Policy at Brookings, February 2014, p. 5. 

https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Pension-Politics_FINAL_225.pdf. 
39. Carl Smith, “Political Spending by Public-Sector Unions Is Deep Blue,” Governing, Dec. 14, 2023. https://www.governing.com/politics/political-spending-by-public-

sector-unions-is-deep-blue. 

https://www.ncsl.org/about-state-legislatures/state-partisan-composition
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Pension-Politics_FINAL_225.pdf
https://www.governing.com/politics/political-spending-by-public-sector-unions-is-deep-blue#:~:text=In%20Brief%3A,that%20went%20to%20Democratic%20causes
https://www.governing.com/politics/political-spending-by-public-sector-unions-is-deep-blue#:~:text=In%20Brief%3A,that%20went%20to%20Democratic%20causes
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With that being said, there are other factors beyond political control that impact 
whether pension plan reforms occur, such as the financial health of the systems, 
and, in the case of COLA reductions, whether the plan has an automatic COLA to 
reduce in the first place. This review suggests that political party control did have 
a meaningful impact on the likelihood of pension plan reform. However, as we 
will demonstrate in the next section, bipartisan support was still common when 
enacting COLA reductions, even in states controlled by a single party.

Legislative Review: Cost-of-Living Adjustments
Like Social Security, most public pension plans provide an automatic, formula-
driven COLA adjustment that helps mitigate the effect of inflation and maintain 
the purchasing power of a retiree’s benefit over time. These could come in the 
form of an automatic annual adjustment of a set percentage, an increase tied 
to the consumer price index, or an increase that occurs if certain funding or 
investment performance conditions are achieved. Automatic COLAs are in place 
in 40 states; in the remaining 10 states, they are granted on an ad-hoc basis, 
meaning the legislature would need to act each year.40

COLA reductions are a common policy response because they provide the only 
viable option to reduce plan liabilities in the near term.41 The laws governing 
pension plans vary by state, but, in general, accrued benefits—meaning benefits 
that have already been earned by an employee or retiree—are protected and 
cannot be lowered. In many states, reductions to core benefits or creating a 
new plan design can only apply prospectively, meaning that the change can only 
impact new workers or future benefit accruals for current workers. As a result of 
this legal constraint, most pension benefit reforms do not impact existing liability 
and take time to improve plan finances.

Since 2010, state lawmakers have reduced or eliminated COLAs for active 
workers and retirees 34 times across 24 states.42 Next, we look to how these 
changes were commonly approved with broad bipartisan support, and often 
as part of a pension reform package that impacted other segments of the 
population beyond active workers and retirees.

Shared Political Risk, Shared Sacrifice
To further assess the level of cooperation and bipartisanship beyond the 
determination of which party or parties held power, we collected and analyzed 
the vote counts for the 34 COLA changes approved by lawmakers. Included 
as part of Appendix 2 and summarized below in Figure 2, approval margins 

40. “NASRA Issue Brief: Cost-of-Living Adjustments,” pp. 5-17. https://www.nasra.org/files/Issue%20Briefs/NASRACOLA%20Brief.pdf.
41. Alicia H. Munnell et al., “COLA Cuts in State/Local Pensions,” Center for Retirement Research at Boston College, May 2014. https://crr.bc.edu/wp-content/

uploads/2014/05/slp_38.pdf. 
42. “NASRA Issue Brief: Cost-of-Living Adjustments,” pp. 5-17. https://www.nasra.org/files/Issue%20Briefs/NASRACOLA%20Brief.pdf.
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segments of the population beyond 
active workers and retirees.
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https://crr.bc.edu/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/slp_38.pdf
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ranged from 52 percent to 100 percent with an average of 78 percent, and all 
changes received some level of bipartisan support. Republican-controlled states 
tended to have wider voter margins than those controlled by Democrats. State 
governments that were politically divided delivered both the slimmest and 
widest vote margins in the sample. 

Figure 2: COLA Approval Margin by State and Party Control (2010-2022)

We found that half of the COLA reductions were approved with “strong” 
bipartisan support—defined as those bills receiving affirmative votes from a 
majority of both the Republican and Democratic caucuses that voted on each 
bill. It makes sense that strong bipartisanship would be common because 
bipartisan support makes it harder for one side to launch a political attack on the 
other based on the reform. It is important that those seeking to reform Social 
Security similarly come together, as meaningful reform will require both parties.

A similar story of mutual aid emerges when looking to COLA reductions and how 
they were approved. As shown in Figure 3, COLA reductions were most commonly 
enacted as part of reform packages, meaning the enabling legislation contained 
changes to other aspects of the pension plan, such as contribution rates or plan 
design.43 This suggests that lawmakers were commonly crafting and approving 
legislative packages that required shared sacrifice among different constituencies.

43. “NASRA Issue Brief: Cost-of-Living Adjustments,” p. 3. https://www.nasra.org/files/Issue%20Briefs/NASRACOLA%20Brief.pdf; “State Partisan Control.”  
https://www.ncsl.org/about-state-legislatures/state-partisan-composition.
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Figure 3: COLA Changes by Approval Method, Party Control, and 
Strength of Bipartisanship (2010-2022)

 

Looking closer at the 26 COLA reductions approved as part of a reform package, 
18 occurred in states governed by divided government or—for those approved 
in states governed by a single party—with strong bipartisan support from 
both Republicans and Democrats. This suggests that a divided government 
and a commitment to bipartisan cooperation provides fertile ground to craft 
impactful entitlement reforms that distribute impacts broadly across different 
constituencies, while sharing in the resulting political risks. This, once more, 
reinforces the notion that meaningful reforms to Social Security will require both 
parties to come together.

Conclusion
Congress faces a daunting challenge to improve the sustainability of Social Security, 
and many of the policy options available are similar to those used by states to 
improve funding of public employee pensions throughout the 2010s. This review 
of the legislative history of state-level reforms finds that they were commonly 
approved in states governed by Democrats and Republicans alike. It also finds that 
the most impactful reforms—including those that applied to retiree benefits—
were commonly enacted as part of a package requiring shared sacrifice across 
constituencies and in states where Democrats and Republicans shared the political 
risk associated with the reform. By following a similar approach in Congress, 
lawmakers have an opportunity to overcome Social Security's long-standing 
reputation of being the third rail of American politics, and to strengthen the 
system's ability to support millions of Americans who are retired or disabled.

About the Author
Chris McIsaac is a governance fellow at the R Street Institute. 

Review of the legislative history 
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Appendix 1: Employee Contribution Increases Impacting Active Employees and Approved by State 
Lawmakers, by Year and Political Party Control. 2010-2022

State Year Political Party Control

Arkansas 2021 Republican

California 2014 Democrat

Colorado 2010 Democrat

Colorado 2018 Democrat

Connecticut (SERS) 2017 Divided Government  

Connecticut (TRS) 2017 Divided Government  

Florida 2011 Republican

Iowa 2010 Democrat

Kansas 2011 Republican

Maryland 2011 Democrat

Michigan 2011 Republican

Minnesota 2010 Divided Government  

Minnesota 2014 Democrat

Minnesota 2018 Divided Government  

Mississippi 2010 Divided Government  

Montana (PERA) 2013 Divided Government  

Montana (TRS) 2013 Divided Government  

Nebraska 2011 Divided Government  

Nebraska 2013 Divided Government  

New Hampshire 2011 Divided Government  

New Jersey 2011 Divided Government  

New Mexico 2013 Divided Government  

New Mexico 2020 Democrat

North Dakota (TFFR) 2011 Republican

North Dakota (PERS) 2011 Republican

North Dakota 2013 Republican

Ohio (OP&F) 2012 Republican
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State Year Political Party Control

Ohio (TRS) 2012 Republican

South Carolina 2012 Republican

South Carolina 2016 Republican

Texas (ERS) 2013 Republican

Texas (TRS) 2013 Republican

Texas 2015 Republican

Texas 2019 Republican

Vermont 2010 Divided Government  

Vermont 2011 Democrat

Vermont 2022 Divided Government  

Virginia 2011 Divided Government  

Wisconsin 2011 Divided Government  

Wyoming 2010 Divided Government  

Wyoming 2012 Republican

Wyoming 2013 Republican

Wyoming 2018 Republican

NOTE
Using pension data from the National Association of Retirement Plan Administrators and state political composition data 
from the National Conference of State Legislatures, this table summarizes the distribution of 44 active employee contribution 
increases enacted since 2010 across states fully controlled by Republicans, Democrats, and where control of the Executive 
and Legislative branches were divided between the two parties. The Nebraska Legislature is nonpartisan and falls under 
“Divided Government.” States listed twice for the same year include a reference to the plan impacted.
Source: Keith Brainard and Alex Brown, “Significant Reforms to State Retirement Systems,” National Association of State Retirement Administrators, December 2018,  
pp. 8-97. https://www.nasra.org/files/Spotlight/Significant%20Reforms.pdf; “State Partisan Control,” National Conference of State Legislatures, Nov. 28, 2023.  
https://www.ncsl.org/about-state-legislatures/state-partisan-composition. 

TABLE ACRONYM KEY
ERS—Employees Retirement System
OP&F—Ohio Police & Fire Pension Fund
PERA—Public Employee Retirement Administration
PERS—Public Employees Retirement System
SERS—State Employees Retirement System
TFFR—Teachers' Fund for Retirement 
TRS—Teachers’ Retirement System

https://www.nasra.org/files/Spotlight/Significant%20Reforms.pdf
https://www.ncsl.org/about-state-legislatures/state-partisan-composition
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Appendix 2: Summary of COLA Reductions Impacting Active Employees and Retirees and Approved by 
State Lawmakers. 2010-2022

State Year Party Control
Applies 
to

Approval 
Method Bill #

Approval 
Margin

Bipartisan-
ship

Arkansas 2017 Republican  Retiree Standalone 
Legislation

SB 155 100% High

Colorado* 2010 Democrat  Retiree Package SB 10-001 61% Low

Colorado 2018 Divided  Retiree Package SB 18-200 59% Low

Connecticut 2017 Divided  Active Package HR 8 & SR 7 52% Low

Florida 2011 Republican  Active Package SB 2100 66% Low

Illinois** 2013 Democrat  Retiree Package SB 001 57% Low

Kansas 2012 Republican  Active Package HB 2333 71% Low

Kentucky 2012 Divided  Retiree Budget HB 265 94% High

Kentucky* 2013 Divided  Retiree Package SB 2 75% High

Louisiana 2014 Republican  Retiree Package HB 1225 100% High

Maine* 2011 Republican  Retiree Budget LD 1043 86% High

Maine 2013 Divided  Retiree Package LD 1440 100% High

Maryland 2011 Democrat  Active Package HB 72 72% Low

Minnesota* 2010 Divided  Retiree Package SF 2918 85% High

Montana (TRS)** 2013 Divided  Retiree Package HB 377 58% Low

Montana (ERS)** 2013 Divided  Retiree Package HB 454 59% Low

New Jersey* 2011 Divided  Retiree Package S2937 60% Low

New Mexico (ERB) 2013 Divided  Retiree Package SB 115 88% High

New Mexico (ERS)* 2013 Divided  Retiree Package SB 27 80% High

New Mexico 2020 Democrat  Retiree Package SB 72 60% Low

Ohio (TRS) 2012 Republican  Retiree Package SB 342 99% High

Ohio (OP&F) 2012 Republican  Active Package SB 340 100% High

Ohio (OPERS) 2012 Republican  Active Package SB 343 100% High
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State Year Party Control
Applies 
to

Approval 
Method Bill #

Approval 
Margin

Bipartisan-
ship

Ohio (SERS) 2017 Republican  Retiree Budget HB 49 63% Low

Oklahoma 2011 Republican  Retiree Standalone 
Legislation

HB 2132 72% Low

Oregon** 2013 Democrat
 

Retiree Package SB 822 &  
SB 861

59% Low

Rhode Island* 2011 Divided  Retiree Package S 1111 85% High

South Carolina 2012 Republican  Retiree Package H 4967 94% High

South Dakota 2017 Republican  Retiree Standalone 
Legislation

H B1016 95% High

South Dakota 2021 Republican  Retiree Standalone 
Legislation

HB 1032 98% High

Vermont 2022 Divided
 

Active Package S 286 100% High

Virginia 2012 Divided  Active Package HB 1130 70% Low

Washington* 2011 Democrat  Retiree Package SHB 2021 56% Low

Wyoming 2012 Republican  Retiree Standalone 
Legislation

SF 0059 78% Low

NOTE
Using pension data from the National Association of Retirement Plan Administrators, state political composition data from 
the National Conference of State Legislatures, analysis of the legislative text, and vote count for each reform, this table 
summarizes the distribution of 34 COLA reductions by state political party control, the membership group subject to the 
reduction, the method used to approve the change, and the level of support. “High” bipartisanship means that legislation 
received affirmative votes from more than half of the Republican and Democratic caucuses. Those with less than half are 
categorized as “Low.” Changes noted with an asterisk (*) were challenged in court and upheld while those with two asterisks 
(**) were challenged and struck down. Pension benefits are subject to collective bargaining in Connecticut, and the 2017 vote 
reflects the House and Senate actions on whether to confirm the agreement between the State of Connecticut and the State 
Employee Bargaining Agent Coalition. The COLA changes struck down by the Oregon Supreme Court were included in two 
separate bills but are presented as a single reform for the purpose of this analysis.
Source: “NASRA Issue Brief: Cost-of-Living Adjustments,” National Association of State Retirement Administrators, June 2023, p. 3. https://www.nasra.org/files/Issue 
Briefs/NASRACOLA Brief.pdf; “State Partisan Control,” National Conference of State Legislatures, Nov. 28, 2023. https://www.ncsl.org/about-state-legislatures/state-
partisan-composition.

TABLE ACRONYM KEY
ERB—Educational Retirement Board
ERS—Employees Retirement System
OPERS—Ohio Public Employees Retirement System
OP&F—Ohio Police & Fire Pension Fund
SERS—School Employees Retirement System 
TRS—Teachers’ Retirement System

https://www.nasra.org/files/Issue%20Briefs/NASRACOLA%20Brief.pdf
https://www.nasra.org/files/Issue%20Briefs/NASRACOLA%20Brief.pdf
https://www.ncsl.org/about-state-legislatures/state-partisan-composition
https://www.ncsl.org/about-state-legislatures/state-partisan-composition

